defined by the n functions f i \Ω i -^Ω i .
The above equation becomes h<>T = Foπ with fc: Γ(ΰ) -> R and π\Ω ->Ω the unknowns.
The present note is self-contained in that Part I [2] served only to indicate that the following hypotheses on T and F are not as restrictive as one might at first suppose. For the moment we assume only that:
( • * + %n (and in other cases indicated in the proofs), any two points may be chosen. COROLLARY 
A.I) T is continuous and strictly monotonic in each variable on Ω, (A.2) F is strictly monotonic in each variable on Ω, (A.3) Ω is open and connected.

Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and the further assumption Ω -R n , any two solutions π, π which coincide at two distinct points of R
n must coincide on a set dense in R n . A continuous solution is uniquely determined by its value at two points in R n .
Throughout this note results are stated only in terms of the mapping π since h is then uniquely determined by the equation itself. It should be noted that for the above theorem, F need not be continuous, no assumptions are made on Ω, and Ω need not be a convex region in R n . By strengthening the conditions on F and Ω it is possible to generalize the following known result (for example [5] Before proceeding to the theory of webs and the proofs of the above assertions, we mention the following additional corollary although its proof depends on a result from Part I; under hypothese weaker than (B.I) (B.2) it was shown that any continuous solution π must be either constant or injective. COROLLARY In the event F (u u , u n ) -u x + + u n with Ω = R n , some of the above results are related to those of C. T. Ng [3] , [4] since now, if h, π and h t π are two solutions so also will h + h, π + π be a solution.
For the most part it will suffice to prove these results in the two dimensional case
The hypothesis (A.I), common to both theorems, allows us to interpret Ω as a region covered by a Z-web (also called a Z-net by some authors) in the sense of Blaschke-Bol [1] . Specifically, through each point (x 09 y 0 ) of Ω there passes three curves: the coordinate curves x = x 0 , y = y 0 and the contour curve T(x, y) = T(x 09 y 0 ). Hence Ω is covered by three families of curves and any two curves from distinct families determine at most one curve from the third family since T is strictly monotonic -"at most" since two such curves need not intersect within Ω. Once hypothesis (B.2) is introduced these latter curves define a 3-web on Ω and π becomes a web preserving mapping.
We now sketch the derivation of some elementary properties of 3-webs in a form needed in the proofs of our theorems; a more complete discussion appears in [1] In the language of webs both (y Q < y γ \ x 0 = a < < x n = b) and (y 0 < yύ x Q = b > > x n = a) define (in general equivalent) npartitionings of [a, b] x {y 0 }; the corresponding (x t , y o )'s are rational points of [a, b] x {y 0 }. For given n ^ N the corresponding y 1 > y Q is unique but a path also exists for y ί < y 0 and these paths may be distinct (unless closure conditions are assumed). Intuitively, as ίi-^oo so also the corresponding y 1 -^y Q and \x i+1 -a J->0; hence the rational points on [α, b] x {^/ 0 } ^^^ dense. For sufficiently large w such rectilinear paths can be extended at both ends since [a, b] Rather than choosing large n, y 1 can be chosen sufficiently close to y 0 , thereby obtaining horizontal paths with | x t+ι -x i \ arbitrarily small. However in this case the path cannot be assumed to parti-tion a given interval unless y x is judiciously chosen. In this case Property 2 can be modified as follows. PROPERTY [a, b] Proof. Since SiΛS i+1 always has two points it will suffice to prove that if π = (/, g), π = (/, g) are equal at two points of S -{(%i> Vί)\i 9 3 = 1, 2}, then so also at the other two points. But if π(tfi, y ά ) = π(x tf yj) for (i, j) = (1, 2) and (2,1), or for (i, j) = (1, 1) and (2, 2) , then trivially /(&<) = f(x t ) and g(y t ) = g(y t ) for i = 1, 2. If for (i, j) = (1,1) and (1,2) (the other cases are similar) then /to) = 7(Bi), ί/(l/*) = ff(l/i) for i = 1, 2 and hence only /(a? 2 ) = f{x 2 
Given a < c <b with
In Lemma 1, equality is assumed at two points of one square; for rectilinear paths a stronger result holds. 
Suppose first that π, π coincide at an initial point, say u t = v^ and Vi = v t . Monotoneity and v 2 ^ v 2 implies (1J ^ (2 X ) and hence w 2 ŵ 2 ; but then (1 2 ) ξ (2 2 ) and hence w 3 ^ ίί 8 and by induction u t $ ΰ t . In this case π and π could never coincide again on the path. Similarly, u λ -ΰ γ with v 2 = ^2 implies (1J = (2J; hence v t § v lt implies u 2 ^ ^2 and in turn (1 2 ) ^ (2 2 ) and inductively u t^ΰt .
Again π, π cannot be equal at any other point. Hence equality at two points of this path implies equality at two points of one square, and by Lemma 1, at all points of the path. A similar argument applies to vertical paths. To prove the Theorem 1, note that Ω open and connected implies that any two points of Ω can be joined by a polygon with sides parallel to the axes. If π, π coincide at two points of some side, then so also on a set dense on this side; however the adjacent sides may not intersect at one of these points of equality, and hence a "neighboring" polygon is required, as constructed below. Proof. By Lemmas 2 and 3, the π and π are equal on anŷ -partitioning of l t and since any partition point of l^ belongs to a square on which π, π are equal, they will be equal at two points of l 2 provided the partition is sufficiently fine; this last restriction can be satisfied by choosing l γ Λ k together with any other sufficiently close partition point of i x .
In R 2 9 the theorem follows by considering polygons formed by line segments l 19 l 29 , l n parallel to the axes and replacing l 2 by a neighboring Ί 2 through a rational point of l 19 ϊ 3 by Γ 3 through a rational point of Ί 29 etc. Any two partition points of l γ can be joined to within ε of any point in Ω by such a polygon-a path in Ω. By considering any two variables in R n 9
the theorem now follows fairly easily by decomposing Ω into overlaping convex sets, in particular ^-dimensional rectangles; consider the given line segment as one dimensional edge of an ^-dimensional rectangle within ΩaR n , sides parallel to the coordinate hyperplanes. The above argument implies π 9 π equal on a set dense in each two-dimensional "face" containing this edge. For product mappings, equality follows on a set dense in this ^-dimensional rectangle, etc.
For Corollary 1 note that if π(a 19
, a n ) -π(a lf , a n ) and
, f n ) then /^αj = fiiβi) and /^δj = ΛδJ; hence one need only change one α^ to a b t in π(a l9 , a n ) = π(a l9 , a n ) to obtain equality at the end points of a line segment parallel to a coordinate axis. 4* Preliminary lemmas for Theorem 2. We again consider first the two dimensional case Since now a 3-web is also defined on Ω, using the contour curves of F, the concepts presented in §2 also apply to paths in Ω. The significance of such paths lies in the following observation. 
